Evolution of limited amounts of liquids in granular materials is a subject of interest because of environmental and industrial needs. Examples are water transport is soils [1] , fate of contaminants [2] and processing of granular materials [3] . Understanding of these processes requires detailed and microscopic knowledge of the matrix geometries and liquid patterns during "spreading" and depletion over time. X-ray computer tomography (XCT) microscopy is probably the only technique which is capable of producing 3D images of real materials with micron-scale resolution and now it is reasonably affordable. Existing instruments are designed for the "dead" and bare samples imaged at the instrument bench and this limits the utility when internal mass distributions are non-static on the time period of hours needed for data acquisition in XCT. In this presentation we show how this issue can be addressed by suppressing the evaporation for time periods of CT scans (several hours each), while allowing normal evolution under well controlled conditions of pressure, temperature and carrier gas flow on the time scale of weeks or even months.
Thus we have designed, built and tested a new accessory for the Xradia MicroXCT-200 instrument. This accessory allows in situ studying of the evolution of liquids in granular and porous materials by providing controlled environment [4] .
FIG. 1.
The environmental chamber for keeping a sample at controlled environment during X-ray CT scan (left). Calculated gas velocity field inside the chamber (right). Nitrogen at 100 SCCM flow rate.
FIG. 2.
Horizontal cross-sections of a top layer of glass balls (150-212 µm diameter) extracted from MicroXCT 3D images obtained in three separate scans. Identity of the images proves that the balls did not move during a total of 40 hours of operation of the instrument.
